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hantom Technologies provides a variety of
jamming solutions for all RF based communications applications such as Cellular, Wi-Fi,
tactical communications, SAT based phones, etc.
The company develops and manufactures its systems in all sizes and in multiple configurations –
from low power to extreme high power jammers,
for stationary, man pack, vehicular and complete
compound area coverage scenarios.
The company offers both off the shelf solutions
and customized products to meet special client
requirements.
The company's line of products includes also internally developed digital receivers used for conditioned jamming systems, counter surveillance systems and SIGINT applications.

Advanced Jamming Solutions
Since 2002, PHANTOM TECHNOLOGIES LTD
specializes in designing, developing and manufacturing of multipurpose jammers. The company's diversified line of products covers all known

communication bands from the VLF band to the C
band. All systems vary in size and configuration to
meet various operational needs and applications
such as stationary, man pack, mobile and airborne.
PHANTOM TECHNOLOGIES LTD holds an R&D team
that constantly implements the latest cutting edge
transistor amplifier and digital processing technology. The R&D team is also in charge of customizing
company products to client needs and specifications
while enhancing performance and system reliability.
PHANTOM TECHNOLOGIES LTD tests 100% of all
products manufactured, using state of the art measurement equipment.
PHANTOM TECHNOLOGIES LTD provides after
sales technical support and grants a full year warranty for all products.
PHANTOM TECHNOLOGIES LTD is a formal supplier to the IDF, Special Forces, prison authorities
and government agencies, and has recurrent clients
in 4 continents and over 50 countries.

Main Products
Cell Phone Jammers (CCJ & SMJ Series)
The CCJ Jammer is a compact small sized system designed for blocking all cellular networks and
standards in the world.
The CCJ jammer is a classic solution for meeting
rooms, briefing rooms all the way up to conference
halls, entire office floors and any other large defined
area such as jails or large secured compounds that
need to be negated from cellular service.
The unit is controlled by a Microprocessor for PLL
programming.
The CCJ device transmits a noise signal which cuts
off all cellular communication between the mobile
phone and the base stations.
The SMJ Jammer is based on digital technology
hence can be programmed for specifically jamming
BCCH channels.
Based on this technology, jamming distances achieved
are 10 fold compared to analog technology.
The SMJ Series is designed especially for prison
jamming applications. The result is that all cellular
signals in the vicinity of the jammed compound
will be totally blocked and the cell phone will not
be able to receive or make calls.
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